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If A is a set colored with m colors, and B is colored with n colors, the coloring of A x B 
obtained by coloring (a, b) with the pair (color of a, color of b) will be called an m x n simple 
product coloring (SPC) of A x B. SPC's of Cartesian products of three or more sets are defined 
analogously. It is shown that there are 2 x 2, and 2 x 2 x 2 SPC's of Q2 and Q3 which forbid the 
distance one; that there is no 2 k SPC of Qk forbidding the distance one, for k>3; and that 
there is no 2 x 2 SPC of O x O(x/~), and thus none of R2, forbidding the distance 1. 
Suppose A and B are non-empty  sets, A1 . . . . .  Am is an m-color ing (partition) 
of A, and B 1 . . . . .  Bn is an n-color ing of B. The part it ion of A × B by the sets 
A~ × B i, i = 1 . . . . .  m, ] = 1 . . . . .  n, will be called an m x n simple product coloring 
(SPC) of A x B. SPC's of Cartesian products of more than two sets arise similarly. 
Let • denote the real numbers  and Q the rationals. Note that there is a 3 x 3 
SPC of R 2 = R x R for which the distance 1 is forbidden (meaning, no two points of 
R 2 a distance 1 apart have the same color). To  obtain such a coloring, part it ion 
the l ine into half open intervals of length l/x/'2 and color the intervals . . . .  r, b, g, 
r, b, g , . . . .  
The main purpose of this note is to show that there is a 2 x 2 SPC of Q2 which 
forbids the distance 1, but no such 2 × 2 SPC of R 2. The main tool will be an easy 
result from [1], stated as Lemma 1, below. 
DeRnif ions. If (A, +) is an abel ian group, and g ~ A, a coloring of A will be said 
to forbid (translation by) g if and only if h and g + h are of different colors, for 
each h e A. if S ~A,  a coloring of A will be said to forbid S if and only if it 
forbids each element of S. 
A set S ~A is weakly two free (wtf) if whenever sI . . . . .  s, ~ S, m 1 . . . . .  m n are 
integers, and Z~ rn~sl = 0, then ~ m~ is even. 
Lerama 1. Suppose (A, +) is an abelian group, and S ~_ A.  Then there is a two 
coloring of A forbidding S if and only if S is weakly two free. 
Lemma 2. Suppose A and B are abelian groups, each colored; let S A, S B be the sets 
of translations forbidden by the colorings of A and B, respectively. Then the set of 
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translations forbidden by the simple product coloring of A x B arising from the given 
colorings of A and B is 
(S A × B) LI(A × SB). 
The proof of Lemma 1 is in [1]. The proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward. 
In all that follows, let S o = {p/q; p, q odd integers}. 
Lemma 3. S O is weakly two free. Furthermore, if 1 ~ T ~_Q and T is wtf, then 
T~_ S o. 
The proof is, again, straightforward. 
Proposilion 1. There is a 2 × 2 SPC of 0 2, and a 2 x 2 x 2 SPC of 03, that forbid 
the distance 1. For k > 3, there is no 2 x . • • x 2 SPC of O k forbidding the distance 
1, 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 3 we can two-color 0 so that S O is forbidden. Now, the 
SPC's of 0 2 and 0 3 arising from this coloring of 0 will forbid the unit circle or 
sphere in Q 2 or 0 3, and thus the distance 1, because, for easy reasons, any 
element of the unit circle of 0 2, or the unit sphere of 0 3, must have" one 
component in S O .
It suffices to prove the last assertion of the proposition for k = 4. Given four 
two-colorings of Q, let T~, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the sets forbidden by them. By Lemma 
1, each T~ is wtf. If 1 e T~, then T~ c_ So, by Lemma 3, so ½ ~ T i. But (½, ½, ½, !)2 is a 
unit vector in Q 4. The upshot is that for any 2 x 2 × 2 x 2 SPC of 0 4, one of the 
vectors (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), or (½, ~,1 ~,~ !)2 is not forbidden, 
so the distance i is not forbidden. 
Proposition 2. There is no 2 x 2 SPC of 0 x Q(x/'-~) which forbids the distance 1. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let S and T be the sets forbidden by the two 
colorings of 0 and 0(x/]'5), respectively. Both S and T are wtf, and S_  S 0. 
Consequently, ¼, ] ~ S. By Lemma 2 and assumption, it must be that 
,/1 (4) =--~-~T and ~/ -~- (7 )2=- -~-~T.  
But then T is not wtf after all, since 2.  , f i '5 /8-  ,J1-514 = 0. 
Remarks. As noted in [1], and, for 0 2, in [2], there are two-colorings of 0 2 and 
0 3 which forbid the distance 1. These are not SPC's, clearly. The 2 ×2 and 
2x  2x  2 SPC's which forbid the distance I are certainly the smallest, in any 
reasonable sense of the word, such SPC's of 0 2 and 0 3. 
It is not known whether there is a 2 x k SPC of •2 forbidding the distance 1, for 
some positive integer k. The case k = 3 is of particular interest. 
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The chromatic number of the plane, X = X(R2), ' is the smallest number of colors 
necessary to color the plane so that the distance one is forbidden. It is known that 
4 ~< X ~< 7 (see [2] for details). Proposition 2 shows that any attempt o four-color 
R 2 by an SPC (regarding R2 as R x R) will miserably fail to forbid the distance one. 
The question of a 2 x 3 SPC of R 2 forbidding the distance one is of interest 
because the existence of such a coloring would rule out 7 as a possible value of X. 
There is still some hope of four-coloring R 2, so that the distance one is 
forbidden, by a sort of product coloring. Suppose G is an abelian group and H a 
subgroup. If we color each coset of H with m colors (the same colors for each 
coset, although the colorings need not be copies of each other in any sense), then 
color the quotient G/H with n colors, and then color G by assigning to each g ~ G 
the ordered pair (color of g in its coset, color of g's coset), let us call the result 
m x n generalized product coloring (GPC) of G. (In the case where G --- H x K, an 
SPC of H x K is a special kind of GPC, in which the colorings of the cosets are 
6onstrained to be copies of each other.) Is there a 2 × 2 GPC of R 2 that will forbid 
the distance one? 
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